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Just what do you do to start reading Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells Searching guide that you enjoy to
read first or locate a fascinating publication Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells that will make you desire to
check out? Everybody has distinction with their reason of checking out a publication Baby, Oh Baby! By
Robin Wells Actuary, reading practice must be from earlier. Numerous individuals might be love to review,
but not an e-book. It's not fault. An individual will certainly be burnt out to open up the thick publication
with little words to check out. In more, this is the actual condition. So do happen probably with this Baby,
Oh Baby! By Robin Wells
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Why must wait for some days to get or get guide Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells that you get? Why
should you take it if you could obtain Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells the much faster one? You could find
the exact same book that you purchase here. This is it guide Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells that you can
receive straight after purchasing. This Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells is popular book on the planet,
obviously many individuals will certainly try to have it. Why don't you end up being the very first? Still
puzzled with the method?

It is not secret when hooking up the composing skills to reading. Reviewing Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells
will certainly make you get more resources and sources. It is a way that can boost exactly how you neglect as
well as recognize the life. By reading this Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells, you can greater than exactly
what you receive from various other book Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells This is a popular book that is
published from famous publisher. Seen kind the author, it can be trusted that this book Baby, Oh Baby! By
Robin Wells will give several motivations, regarding the life as well as encounter and also every little thing
within.

You may not have to be question regarding this Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells It is easy means to get this
publication Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells You could simply go to the established with the link that we
give. Below, you could buy guide Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells by on the internet. By downloading
Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells, you could locate the soft documents of this publication. This is the exact
time for you to start reading. Also this is not published book Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells; it will
specifically provide more benefits. Why? You could not bring the printed publication Baby, Oh Baby! By
Robin Wells or pile the book in your home or the workplace.
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Cynical, jaded, practical-minded attorney Jake Chastaine is still grieving his late wife two years after her
death when he discovers that due to a mistake at a fertility center where she received treatment, a woman he's
never met has had his baby. Jake is determined to play a role in his child's life. He's chagrined to discover,
however, that the mother of his child is as appealing as she is impractical. A gorgeous redhead, Annie is a
free spirit who raises llamas, reads tea leaves and believes her dead grandfather talks to her through highway
billboards. Worst of all, she makes his body temperature soar in a most illogical manner.

When his law partner and former father-in-law threatens to ruin Annie in a misguided attempt to help him
acquire custody of the child, Jake decides that the best way to handle the situation is to enter into a short-
term marriage of convenience. They both get far more than they bargained for, and learn a life-changing
lesson about the power of love.
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41 of 41 people found the following review helpful.
Oh Baby, This is A Good Read!!
By Christine Shaw
I am always attracted to colorful covers and this book looked like a comedy. But we all know you can't judge
a book by its cover! Although this story had its humorous moments it was a pretty serious read.
Jake Chastaine had it all. He was a partner in a prestigious law firm, he had a beautiful wife, home and in-
laws who loved him dearly. He had wealth and happiness and he and his wife were about to start a family
with the help of a fertility clinic. Then disaster struck and his wife and his parents were killed in an auto
accident. Now two years later Jake discovers that his doctor at the fertility clinic used Jake's one and only
back up sample to impregnate a single mother. Knowing that a child resulted from this procedure, Jake is
determined to find the child and become a part of his/her life.
Annie Hollister and her daughter, Madeline, live on a ranch in Lucky, Oklahoma. Annie's life is happy and
peaceful until Jake shows up on her doorstep and claims to be her child's father! She knows he is telling the
truth because Madeline is a tiny replica of Jake. Will she be forced to share custody with this stranger?
This story is a pleasurable read. It is well-written and that alone will hold my attention whatever the genre.
Jake and Annie are intelligent characters and work through their problems with that same intelligence. I have
a fourteen month old nephew so I know how a child that age should act and the author perfectly portrayed
little Madeline. I usually don't read stories with children in the lead roles but I have to admit that this child is
so cute and adorable. The secondary characters are Jake's in-laws, Annie's ranch manager and his wife,
Annie's lawyer and a dachshund named Hot Dog.
There is good interaction between all characters and lots of dialogue. I found it refreshing that the plot wasn't
based on some major deceit to be resolved at the end of the story. This story is about everyday, ordinary
people trying to rebuild their lives after a tragedy. I think that Ms. Wells' style of writing is similar to that of



Barbara Bretton. I also think that this book will be one of this year's sleepers, so buy a copy now before it
becomes too hard to find. Enjoy!!

18 of 18 people found the following review helpful.
What a Beautiful Story
By rcarey22
I wasn't sure if this was a novel I wanted to read or not but after reading brief description of it in "RT" I took
a chance and purchased it anyway; I'm so glad I did. In the normal scope of life first comes love, then
marriage and then baby. This novel does not fall into the normal scope.
Beautiful and eccentric rancher, Annie Hollister decided to leave the high paced life of advertising and return
to the ranch her grandparents left her to enjoy a life she loves, fresh air, trees, grass, animals, etc. After
returning to the ranch Annie's biological clock is ticking loud and clear but she sees no man she'd want to
have a child with so decides to go to a fertility facility and have a child on her own. Annie has a beautiful
baby girl, Madeline, by means of artificial insemination believing that the donor signed an agreement stating
that he would not be a presence in her or her child's lives. Things don't always work out like we want.
Handsome and determined attorney Jake Chastaine discovers he has fathered child (in fact Annie's child)
because of an unscrupulous doctor who uses Jake' sperm which Jake and his wife had hoped to use one day
but sadly that day never comes as his wife is killed before the deed can be performed.
Once Jake finds Annie Hollister and has gotten a look at Madeline who happens to be the spitting image of
himself he decides he wants to be a part of this child's life is every sense of word and will do anything to
attain that goal even if it means a court battle.
Annie's afraid of losing Madeline and initially wants to leave town as she wants no part of Jake but she gets
sick and guess who ends up taking care of Madeline, right, Jake and that's when things slowly begin to
change to the normal scope. Jake has a tough time dealing with a very active 14-month-old baby who gets
into everything a toddler can get into but Jake eventually gets the hang of things. When Annie is released
from the hospital she realizes that it might not be so bad having Jake in Madeline's life. The story continues
in the normal scope: first comes like, then love, and then marriage but getting there is no easy road for these
two very different people but they do say that opposites attract. This is a wonderful novel filled with much
humor and love that will leave you feeling wonderful all over. I enjoyed it Baby Oh Baby so very much and
you will too.

12 of 12 people found the following review helpful.
A Pleasure to Read
By L. Ponder
Jake's wife, Racheal, has died in a car accident. Before her death, the two of them had been going to a fertilty
clinic. When he finds out that his "deposit" has been used, a baby born to someone, he must find them,
both...Jake goes to the home of Annie, a rancher, a tea-leaf reader, a mother, but not a wife....
At first there is antagonism between Jake and Annie. Eventually, there will be a friendship, a romance. These
two characters are opposites--Jake, a "stuffed-shirt" type, and Annie, a "kook". Somehow, though, you see
them working together for Madeline's sake, (Baby), and maybe, each other, too.
The cover of this book made me think comedy. Yes, there are funny moments; but, the subject is a serious
one. Also, there's a sweet secondary romance, that held my interest.
One of the things I liked about this book is the origin of the title. When you read about it, you will
understand what I mean. Something I didn't like was a bit of the comedy directed at the villianess. Maybe a
bit too "slapstick" for me. However, this book really was a pleasure to read.
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You can finely add the soft documents Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells to the device or every computer
unit in your office or home. It will certainly assist you to always proceed reading Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin
Wells every time you have downtime. This is why, reading this Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells doesn't
give you problems. It will give you crucial sources for you who intend to start creating, blogging about the
similar book Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells are various book area.

Just what do you do to start reading Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells Searching guide that you enjoy to
read first or locate a fascinating publication Baby, Oh Baby! By Robin Wells that will make you desire to
check out? Everybody has distinction with their reason of checking out a publication Baby, Oh Baby! By
Robin Wells Actuary, reading practice must be from earlier. Numerous individuals might be love to review,
but not an e-book. It's not fault. An individual will certainly be burnt out to open up the thick publication
with little words to check out. In more, this is the actual condition. So do happen probably with this Baby,
Oh Baby! By Robin Wells


